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ON BOUNDEDNESS OF COMPOSITION OPERATORS ON H2(B2)

JOSEPH A. CIMA, CHARLES S. STANTON AND WARREN R. WOGEN

Abstract. Composition operators on the Hardy space H2 of the ball in C2 are

studied. Some sufficient conditions are given for a composition operator to be

bounded. A class of inner mappings is given which induces isometric composition

operators. Another class of inner mappings is shown to induce unbounded composi-

tion operators.

1. Introduction and definitions. Let F„ be the unit ball in C" and let Hp - H"(Bn)

be the Hardy space on Bn. For p > 1, Hp is a Banach space. If <f>: Bn -* Bn is

holomorphic, then <p induces the linear operator C^ from Hp into the holomorphic

functions on Bn given by C^f — f ° <j>. C^is the composition operator induced by <j>.

Definitive results on composition operators are known for the case n — 1 (see [3]

and the references given therein). In particular, for n = I, C^ is always a bounded

operator on Hp. One can check the integral condition on / ° <f> or observe that the

class of positive harmonic functions is invariant under holomorphic change of

variables. In addition, subordination techniques can be used to compare the integral

means of/and/° <j>.

The proofs that every C^ is bounded for n — 1 fail if n > 2. In fact, J. H. Shapiro

has given examples of holomorphic mappings <¡> of Bn into Bn (n > 2) for which C^ is

not bounded on H2. Note that although we still have the existence of certain positive

majorants (harmonic, Ai-harmonic), these classes of majorants are not invariant

under holomorphic change of variables.

The results of this paper are of two types. We show that a certain class of inner

mappings induces unbounded composition operators on H2. We also give some

sufficient conditions that C^ be bounded. We give examples in §4 which answer in

the affirmative the following question of Rudin [5]: "Is there an inner mapping <b of

Bn into Bn, not an automorphism of F„, which is measure-preserving?" If </> is

measure-preserving, then C^ is an isometry from Hp into Hp. We remark that for

1 < p < oo, p ¥= 2, the onto isometries of Hp axe known (cf. [4, p. 152]).

Finally, we note that B. MacCluer [1] has studied C^ when <b is a holomorphic

automorphism of Bn. She has also studied the spectra of compact composition

operators and has given some examples of unbounded composition operators in [2].
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We restrict our attention to p = 2 and, for notational convenience, to n — 2. Let

B = {z = (z,, z2): |z, |2 + |z2|2 < 1} and let S be the boundary of B. Let da denote

normalized surface measure on S and let dv denote volume measure on F. A

holomorphic function/on F is in H2 if

sup /i/ooi2<Mn=ii/f
,2

< CO.

0<r<l   JS

It is known [4, p. 84] that/is in H2 if and only if |/|2 has a harmonic majorant if and

only if |/|2 has an A/-harmonic majorant. (Recall that u: B -» C is Af-harmonic if

A« = 0, where A is the invariant Laplacian [4, p. 47].) In the latter case, there is a

least M-harmonic majorant of the form

= ÍP(z,Oh(¡;)do(¡;),        zEB,hEL2(S),u(z) = f
Js

and

p(z,0 = ((i-M2)/|i-<^>l2)2-

All mappings are assumed to be holomorphic. A mapping </>: B -* F is inner if for

almost every f G S, the radial limit limr_, <i>(rf ) = #(D is in S.

Finally, we recall [3] that if <¡> is a mapping of F, to F,, then

(i) ||cJ2<(i+|*(o)|)/(i-Wo)|).

2. Unbounded composition operators. The first example known to us of a mapping

<j> for which Cq is unbounded was given by J. H. Shapiro (private communication).

Let ¿>(Z|, z2) = (2z,z2,0). Then <f> maps F onto a slice, and (¡> has vanishing

Jacobian. Further, for f G S, we have |<i>(OI = ^ precisely when f is on the torus

{2~i/2(eie',ew'): 6X,62 E [0,2ir)}. We sketch a proof that C; is unbounded. The

set {fj_k(zx, z2) = z{z2:j, k 3= 0} is an orthogonal basis for H2, and

\\fjj2=j\k\/(l+j + k)l

Now C^o = 2y/ j, and an application of Stirling's formula will show that

hm  !^M=cc.

(See [2] for a more general version of this example.)

We present another simple example of an unbounded composition operator. Let ip

be an inner function and let <i>(z,, z2) = (\p(zx, z2), 0). Then C^ is unbounded. (This

example also appears in [2] with a different proof of unboundedness.)

Since automorphisms of B induce bounded composition operators, we may

assume </>(0) = 0. Choose / G H2 for which tf"\f(eie,0)\2dO = oo. For f G S, let

<t>[(e'e) — <i>(e'eH)• Then for almost every f, <f>t is inner and $¡-(0) = 0. Thus (see [3])
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<j>ç induces an isometry on H2(BX). Hence (see [4, Proposition 1.4.7(1)]),

|2   , C   .    /..i     1      f2nl ,1      /    h»\\|2

= ±pf(e»,0)\2d8 = oo.

We generalize this example as follows.

Theorem 1. Suppose (A, B) E S and <px and <p2 are inner functions on B. If

4>(zx, z2) = (A<bx(zx, z2), Bd)2(zx, z2)), then C^ is unbounded.

Proof. The theorem is true for A = 0 or | A | = 1, so let r = \ A \2 and suppose

0 < r < 1. For every positive integer N, there is an integer KN so that (KN — \)/N

< r < KN/N. Thus (KN - \)/KN < Nr/KN < 1, so

(2) (l-l/KN)K»<(Nr/KN)K»<l.

Choose A^o so that if N > N0, then KN s= 2. For N > N0, we have ¿ <

(1 - 1/Kn)Kn. Thus by (2), rK» > ^(KN/N)K». Also note that 1 - KN/N <\-r.

Then

N-KN
o)   \\kN,-^4=^-rrK^\{^)KN{ N

We use the following form of Stirling's formula:

n\= (nn/e"){nec-,    with e » ec- > e/i¡2 .

Now by (3) and Stirling's formula,

,,2

IKN,N-KN °n        (í\(Kn\k"(n_-kn\n-k■mr,,2 N\ 4/1 N )     \      N
lKN.N-KN\\

(N+l)N+l{N+~ïeK"eN-K"

X eN+\KN)K»{TN(N - KN)N-^iN^Th

C„IN+l\N    (N+lf/2 CN r-

4l    N    )   JKn(N-Kn)   '    ^    •

Hence C^ is unbounded.

We remark that we can choose the inner mapping <i> of Theorem 1 so that its

Jacobian is not identically zero. However, the range of <p is contained in a polydisc,

so that <j> is not onto F.

3. Bounded composition operators. The linear mapping <j>(zx, z2) = (z,,0) has the

same range as Shapiro's example, has vanishing Jacobian, and induces a bounded

composition operator. This can be deduced by [4, p. 127] or from the following

proposition. (See [5] for the polydisc version.)
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Proposition 1. If § is a mapping from B into B and if <¡>(zx, z2) = (d>x(zx), <¡>2(z2)),

then Cq is bounded.

Proof. As before, we may assume <i>(0) = 0. Fix r < 1 and let / G H2. Then (see

[4, p. 15])
2

do(0-
1    rt*

fjfo^rni'do^) = jf ¿rjf 'A^{re%),^{r^))de

Fix f2 and apply (1). Then

1      f2tr

f\f°*(ri;)\2do(!;)<f±f y(re%,<b2(r^2))\  d0do(S).

Repeating this argument in the second coordinate gives ||/° <f>||2 < ||/||2-

A mapping on B of the form <f>(z,, z2) = (z{/a, z2/b) has a "generahzed el-

lipsoid" as its range. If <f> maps into B, then Proposition l shows C^ is bounded.

The following theorem gives another sufficient condition for boundedness of C^.

We use the notation J<j> = (D,<py)27=l for the complex Jacobian matrix of the

mapping <f>, and \J<}>\ is the absolute value of the determinant of Jd>. Also A denotes

the Laplacian.

Theorem 2. Let <j> be a one-to-one mapping of B into B. Suppose there are positive

constants c and M so \J<i>(z) \> c on B and \ Drf^z) |< M on B, for i, j — 1,2. Then

Cq is bounded.

Proof. As before, we assume <b(0) = 0. Assume / is holomorphic on F and

0<r<l. Let gr(z) =|z|"2 - r~2 and let B(r) = {z E C2: \z\<r). Apply Green's

Theorem to conclude that

Then

8W|/(rn|2 doU) = f    grA\f\2 dv + 8^2|/(0)|2.
•AS JB(r)

By integration by parts we obtain

(3) í\f(rnl2Mr)=J-f0-h    A|/|2J¿p+|/(0)|2.
JS OTT    J0 lJB(,P)

Now <t>(B(r)) C B(r) by the Schwarz Lemma, and A |/|2 > 0, so

[    m2dv>(        m2dv= f    [A\f\2 o <b]\J<¡>\2 dv
J<HB(r)) •'B(r)

= 2/   W\2(<i>)\M2dv.
j=\JB(r)

'B(r)
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Also

2
2

/    A\f°4>\2dv= (      2
JB(r) JB(r)j=x

2

2 DjMDjh
i=\

2

dv.

dv.

Now we use our hypothesis to conclude that

-£-(    A|/°<i>|2<fc</    A|/|2
4M    JB(r) •'B(r)

Hence from (3), there is a constant^ so that ||/° <J>||2 *

Note that equation (3) in the proof of Theorem 2 is Jensen's formula for

subharmonic functions applied to |/|2.

Example. Let g be a holomorphic function from B into the unit disc and define

<p(zx, z2) = g(zx, z2)(zx, z2). <J> maps F into F. If f G S, then <¡> maps the slice {Àf:

| A |« 1} into itself. If/G H2 and/¿(a) = f(X$), then

ll/H2 = fjnnl2 do«) = fs^iy(e'V\2dedo(n = ¡psfdoiS).

For fixed f G S, we have/(<f>(A£)) = ft(Xg{(X)). So by (1),

¿CW'V<»))f<"i|2

h\\-

Thus ||/°<i»||2^||/||2, and ||CJ = 1.

If the function g of the Example is an inner function, then $ is an inner mapping

which is not an automorphism but such that Q is bounded. In fact, we will see from

Theorem 3 that C^ is an isometry.

4. Measure-preserving inner mappings. An inner mapping <p is called measure-pre-

serving if for all Borel subsets E of 5, we have o(E) = o(4>~l(E)).

Proposition 2. <f> is measure-preserving if and only if

W f fJ,k(z)L,n(z)do(z) = f fM(4>(z))fmJ<¡>(z))do(z),

for allj, k, m, n > 0.

The proof is straightforward. Use change of variables, the Riesz Representation

Theorem for C(S), and the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem.

Since thefJk's form an orthogonal basis for H2, we have

Corollary 1. <f> is measure-preserving if and only if C^ is an isometry.

Lemma I. If \b e Hœ and either j > m or k > n, then (f^, /„,.„>= 0. (<■,■>

denotes the inner product in H2.)
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(fj,k*,L,n)= I    zkr2(i-\z2\2f
■'ly-.K 1

Proof. Let v denote area measure in C. Suppose/ > m. Then

,2\U' + »0/2
z£z2'(l -|z2

'M< i

1      f2ir

Jo

since the inside integral vanishes. The case k > n is handled similarly.

x ^¡'^({ï^fe^z.y^dO dv(z2) = 0,

Theorem 3. Suppose \p is an inner function on B and M and N are nonnegative

integers. If <f>(zx, z2) = (zx\pM(zx, z2), z2\pN(zx, z2)), then <j> is a measure-preserving

inner mapping.

Proof. First note that fjk ° <}> = f-k^Mj+Nk. If (/, Â:) = (m, n), then (4) clearly

holds. If (/, k) i= (m, n), then

(/,.* ° *. L,n ° *> = (f^o-^w-n^ fmny

If the exponent on ^ is > 0, then Lemma 2 shows that this inner product is

0 = (/,*> fm,n)- Thus (4) holds. If the exponent is < 0, write the inner product as

(fj,k> fm^<-m-J)+N(-"-k)) and apply Lemma 1.

We remark that the class of measure-preserving inner mappings is a semigroup

under composition. Thus we can use Theorem 3 to generate other examples of

measure-preserving maps (and isometric composition operators).

Finally, we note that all of the questions considered in this paper have analogues

for the polydisc. One can show, for instance, that not every holomorphic self-map of

the polydisc induces a bounded composition operator. In fact (see [6]) if <i>(z,, z2) =

(z,, z,), then C^ is not bounded on H2 of the bidisc.

Added in proof. B. Tomaszewski has shown in a preprint entitled Interpolation

and inner maps that preserve measure, that for n > m > 1 there exist inner mappings

$; B" -» Bm which are measure-preserving.
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